Enabling more effective forming of metal since 1964, HYSON Metal
Forming Solutions designs and manufactures precision force solutions
for critical applications. Our solutions, integrated into stamping tools, presses and mills, help master the
complexity of metal forming by providing the right solution for the application. HYSON offers both offthe-shelf and custom-designed products and incorporates he highest level of safety into our solutions.
Our engineering and manufacturing teams paired with our state-of-the-art products help drive:
•
•
•
•

Safety
Repeatable and efficient processes
Reduced maintenance and repair costs
Higher quality output

HYSON Hot Stamping Solutions
Hot stamping has become one of the hottest go-to technologies to overcome challenges of forming
advanced high strength steel and complex parts. However, the extreme heat and boron scale associated
with the hot stamping process can create issues all their own.
HYSON has the solutions to help overcome hot stamping hurdles:
•
•
•

Contamination ingestion
High pressure rise
Short service intervals

HYSON has proven results with the following product lines in HOT STAMPING Applications:

TANKER® LINE
HYSON’s Tanker springs provide maximum contamination
resistance from the boron scale that is easily ingested by standard
gas springs, scratching piston rod seal surfaces
Equipped with bore seals, the Tanker T & Tanker S seal on the inside of the
cylinder bore, instead of on the rod like standard springs.

MOR-B
MOR Cylinders with Bases are ideal for space constrained projects, giving the
option for volume tanks and eliminating forming issues associated with
pressure rise.
Additionally, MOR cylinders are equipped with bore seals and provide maximum contamination
resistance from the boron scale.

CS2 DELAY
HYSON CS2 gas springs acts a pressure pad delay to hold die on
bottom for cooling and forming portion of hot stamp
process.

GUARDIAN™ HDF
This new High Density Fabric adds an additional level of
protection.
With maximum operating temperatures of 392°F (200° C), Guardian HDF
guards against boron scale ingestion. By assembling directly to the piston
rod and cylinder body, it literally covers all ingestion points.
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